


the CC STANDARDS
FEBRUARY

*Nonfiction Readers in each unit hit on Nonfiction Standards as well*

FE
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Looking at 
Lincoln 

by Maira
Kalman

Main Purpose

RI2.1, 
RI2.2, 
RI2.3, 
RI2.5, 
RI2.6, 
RI3.1,
RI3.2, 
RI3.3, 
RI3.5, 
RI3.7

Capitals
L1.2A, 
L2.2A, 
L3.2

Each Kindness 
by Jacqueline 

Woodson

Analyzing
Characters

RL2.1, 
RL2.3, 
RL2.7, 
RL3.1, 
RL3.3, 
RL3.7 

Subject-Verb
Agreement

L2.1F, 
L3.1F

Somebody
Loves You, Mr. 

Hatch 
by Eileen 
Spinelli

Point of View RL2.6, 
RL3.6 Abbreviations L3.2A

Henry’s 
Freedom Box 

by Ellen 
Levine

Mood RL2.7, 
RL3.7 Conjunctions

L1.1G, 
L2.1F, 
L3.1H



the TEKS
FEBRUARY

*Nonfiction Readers in each unit hit on Nonfiction Standards as well*

FE
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Looking at 
Lincoln 

by Maira
Kalman

Main Purpose 2.6A, 
2.10A Capitals 2.11Dix

Each Kindness 
by Jacqeline

Woodson

Analyzing
Characters

2.8B
Subject-

Verb
Agreement

2.11Di

Somebody
Loves You, Mr. 

Hatch 
by Eileen 
Spinelli

Point of View
Analyzing

Characters
2.10E

Abbreviatio
ns

2.2Biv, 
2.2Ciii

Henry’s 
Freedom Box 

by Ellen Levine
Mood 2.8A Conjunctions 2.11Dviii





COMPREHENSION



NONFICTION READER

There are two versions of the nonfiction readers 
included (One slightly harder than the other).  

Choose the one that suits your students best OR 
use both in order to differentiate. 



ANCHOR CHART



ANCHOR CHART



VOCABULARY



READING RESPONSE



DRAW & RESPOND



ART PROJECT



GRAMMAR
Word Sorts:  Students sort the 
holidays and locations based on if 
the capitals are used correctly.

Honest Abe Capitalization Tablet:  
Students cut in half and staple to 
make a booklet.  On each page 
students choose at least one of the 
words to write into a sentence(s).  
Students need to make sure they use 
capitals correctly.  At the bottom of 
each page, students draw and color
a picture for their sentence.

Presidential Questions:  Students 
read the questions.  Some of the 
questions have legit answers and 
some of the answers can be made 
up.  All answers should be answered 
with a capital.

Match and Fix:  Students read the 
clue and find the answer that is 
located on the side.  Students 
correct the capitals in the answers 
before gluing down.



GRAMMAR
Abraham Lincoln Star Booklet:  On the blue star, students write a fact 

about the Lincoln Memorial.  On the red star, students write a fact about 
a location where Lincoln lived or worked.  Layer the stars and staple into a 

booklet.



Each day students will dig deep with one sentence 
from the book.  Students will have a task to complete 
in their journals in response to the sentence.  For the 
first few weeks you may want to do this together as a 

class.  This is a great warm-up to grammar!





COMPREHENSION



NONFICTION READER

There are two versions of the nonfiction readers 
included (One slightly harder than the other).  

Choose the one that suits your students best OR 
use both in order to differentiate. 



ANCHOR CHART



ANCHOR CHART



VOCABULARY



READING RESPONSE



DRAW & RESPOND



GRAMMAR
Sort it Out- Students read the sentences 
and decide if the subject and verb agree 
with one another.  Students cut out the 
sentences and sort under the correct 
column.

Which Verb?- Students read the sentence 
with the missing verb.  Students cut out the 
verbs.  Then, they will glue the verb in the 
correct sentence.

Read and Decide- This can be done as a 
table activity or a Read the Room activity.  
You can post the cards around the room and 
have students walk around with their 
recording sheets.  Students read the 
sentence and decide if it is written 
correctly.  Students write yes or no on their 
recording sheets.

My Subject-Verb Agreement Book- Students 
cut out the pages and staple together to 
make a booklet.  On the first two pages, 
students choose three verbs to write into 3 
sentences.  On the last page, students match 
the two parts of the sentences together 
(helpful tip:  have students color the two 
parts the same color so you can easily check 
their work.)

Subject-Verb Agreement- Students read 
the sentences, highlight the subjects and 
circle the correct verb.



Each day students will dig deep with one sentence 
from the book.  Students will have a task to complete 
in their journals in response to the sentence.  For the 
first few weeks you may want to do this together as a 

class.  This is a great warm-up to grammar!
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NONFICTION READER

There are two versions of the nonfiction readers 
included (One slightly harder than the other).  

Choose the one that suits your students best OR 
use both in order to differentiate. 
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READING RESPONSE



DRAW AND RESPOND



GRAMMAR
Make a Match:  Students match 
the abbreviation to the correct 
word.

I’m Right!  I’m Wrong!  Flapbook:  
Students fold the flapbook and cut 
on the dotted line.  Students sort 
the abbreviations based on if they 
are written correctly or not.

Which Abbreviation Is Correct?:  
This can be used as a group 
activity or a Word Hunt activity.  
Post the cards around the room, 
have students visit each card.  
Students read the three 
abbreviations and write down the 
correct form.

Choose An Abbreviation:  Students 
read the sentences and choose 
which abbreviations would fit in 
the sentence.



GRAMMAR
Abbreviate Me!  Heart Booklet:  Copy the hearts on different colored 
paper.  Each student needs one of each heart.  Students write two 

commonly used abbreviations in sentences (one on each of the bottom 
two hearts).



Each day students will dig deep with one sentence 
from the book.  Students will have a task to complete 
in their journals in response to the sentence.  For the 
first few weeks you may want to do this together as a 

class.  This is a great warm-up to grammar!




